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European Integration and the Idea of European Identity
EUROPEAN INTEGRATION AND THE IDEA OF EUROPEAN IDENTITY The post-war period in Europe has offered two main alternatives when it
comes to political integration One of them has focused on some kind of a European state, that is a more federative option value and symbolism What
research there has been in this area has suffered from a lack of
Political legitimacy and the European crisis: analysis of ...
member states in security issues The political conundrum currently challenging the EU calls for reflection on what went wrong with the process of
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European integration in the first place The essay offers a possible diagnosis and traces a number of scenarios for the future development of the
European Union KEYWORDS European crisis; euro crisis;
The Euro and European Identity: Symbols, Power and the ...
The euro and European identity: symbols, power and the politics of European monetary union MATTHIAS KAELBERER* Abstract This article
assesses the relationship between money, collective identity, and European integration The recent move of the European Union (EU) toward a
common currency - the
Static and Dynamic Views of European Integration
11-point scale in which Integration has already gone too far is the 0 point and point 10 is Integration should be pushed further The description of
point 10 avoids the emotive symbolism of a United States of Europe Likewise, referring to integration as having ‘gone
The Single European Currency as a catalyst for integration ...
The euro’s symbolism and attempts to foster European identity can be seen in its design Its coinage links national symbols with European geography
and ‘‘the symbol € [harks] back to classical times and the cradle of European Schmidt when they suggested in 2000 ‘‘that deeper political integration
among euro-area members was the
A permanent headquarters under construction? The Military ...
JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 2019, VOL 41, NO 6, 783–799 missions, the functional value and political symbolism of this ‘static, out-ofarea command the EU’s permanent political and military structures responsible for political control and
Communicating European Citizenship London, 22 March 2010
Political Symbols, Citizenship and Communication Dr Albrecht Sonntag Centre for European Integration ESSCA School of Management Angers,
France albrechtsonntag@esscafr Paper prepared for the “Communicating European Citizenship” closing conference, Lancaster House, London, 22
March 2010
How Social is European Integration?*
How Social is European Integration?* It was the political symbolism that made it seem crucial The initial British refusal concealed the unwillingness
of other Member States to support significant additions to the social acquis Ambivalence of language, general references to high principles and lack
of commitment to
N. Piers Ludlow More than just a Single Market: European ...
symbolism, and the international acceptability of Europe’s most important political partnership, that between France and Germany Given the
centrality of European integration in the early 1980s centred on economic issues This applies to the debilitating and immensely time-consuming row
over Britain’s
Waving the EU Flag in Eurasia
European values and aspiration for European integration On the other hand, it sends an external message calling on the EU for political, economic,
and security support and, increasingly, rejecting Russian influence In both senses the EU flag’s aspirational connotations can be used instrumentally
by politicians, whether they be corrupt
University of North Texas, Dallas, TX, USA; Policing ...
The Symbolism of Globalization, Development, and Aging This book looks at the symbolic side of globaliza-tion, development, and aging Many of the
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dimen-sions that are discussed represent updates of past debates but some are entirely new In particular, globalization is accompanied by subtle
social im-agery that profoundly shapes the way
Myth and Symbols of European Integration Western and ...
heritage invention at a European, national, regional and local level Description The aim of the course is to present an anthropological point of view on
the integration of Europe with special attention put on a variety of different readings of European, institutional symbolism especially in the context of
its Western and Eastern understandings
In Defence of the ‘Democratic Deficit’: Reassessing ...
vidual European citizen As a multinational body, moreover, it lacks the ground-ing in a common history, culture, discourse and symbolism on which
most individual polities can draw Neither of these reasons, however, need neces-sarily disqualify the EU from being treated as a democratically
legitimate body
Working draft - CORDIS | European Commission
the new right, and contemporary political disenchantment and re-enchantment I Literature Review Existing scholarship on radical right wing parties
and the current crisis in European party politics has been inattentive to the impact of gendered political symbolism in explaining contemporary
trends in political enchantment and disenchantment
Dutch Europhilia?
the symbolism of the two flags: should we only feel Dutch, or also European? What is the role and view of political parties in this decision? The topic
of identity is not only very relevant today, but has also been important in debates on European integration from the 1990s
WILLIAM E. CROWTHER July 2015 EDUCATION
Review; “Political Symbolism and European Integration” by Tobias Theiler PSC Nations and Nationalism, (2007), 13:1, 162-163Review, AA Stalinism
for All Seasons: A Political History of Romanian Communism,” by Vladimir
What’s wrong with Schengen? - SSRN
6 Weiler, “Deciphering the political and legal DNA of European Integration” in: Dickson and Eleftheriadis (Eds), Philosophical Foundations of
European Union Law (Oxford University Press, 2013) 7 For such an overview, see Peers, The Future of the Schengen System, Swedisch Institute for
European Policy Studies, Report No 6, November 2013
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